
Hear what other law firms say about CalmHR:

“Our firm is not large enough to participate in the group savings that are available
to larger employers, Joe Appelbaum has always proactively provided us with
innovative ways to save money on our health care plan while continuing to offer
our employees comprehensive benefits. The team has educated us on how to
greatly reduce costs on our prescription drug plan and has offered suggestions to
provide our participants with much needed cost-savings as well. These experts
are extremely responsive and available at any time to answer any questions that
may arise. Throughout our relationship, Joseph Appelbaum and his team have
taken the time to connect with our firm and truly understand our internal culture."

Jo Cicchetti, Chief Operating Officer, Jorden Burt LLP

“CalmHR has been extremely helpful for the functioning of our firm. Their team
has been excellent. They are very easy to work with and always ready to answer
my many questions. They have been very knowledgeable in navigating issues
related to employees and benefits, and Zach was instrumental in setting up and
maintaining our 401 (k) plan. They are almost always available for same day calls
to walk me through anything I need help with. I would highly recommend their
services to anyone on the market for an HR firm.”

Liza Koman, Business Manager, Law Offices of David P. Sheldon, PLLC

“Joe and his staff make an annual presentation that have brought great clarity to
the ever-changing subject of and available choices in the field of health care. We
are satisfied and informed customers and seek to acknowledge Joe and his firm's
professionalism and outstanding hands-on service.”

Sanford Z. Berman, Esq, Houlon, Berman, Finci, Levenstein & Sandler, LLC

“Response. Response. Response. We never get “that's not my job,” “that's not my
problem,” or even worse, no response. We get answers. We get timely answers
and timely follow up. Calm has moved us through uncharted waters and helped
us navigate to a much better place. Bottomline, Calm is calming.”

David P. Sheldon, Owner, Law Offices of David P. Sheldon, PLLC


